
“Introduction to Elementary Reading Methods”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Effective Reading Instruction: The Teacher Makes The Difference

Developing Childrens Oral Language

Early Reading Instruction: Teaching The Essentials
Topic : Effective Reading Instruction: The Teacher Makes The Difference

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to identify:

 Why is learning to read considered so important?

 What is reading?

 What are the seven characteristics of highly effective reading teachers?

 What do effective teachers know and do to promote success in reading for all students?

Definition/Overview:

Reading: Readingis a complex cognitive process of decoding symbols for the purpose of

deriving meaning (reading comprehension) and/or constructing meaning. Written information

is received by the retina, processed by the primary visual cortex, and interpreted in

Wernicke's area. Reading is a means of language acquisition, of communication, and of

sharing information and ideas. Readers use a variety of reading strategies to assist with

decoding (to translate symbols into sounds or visual representations of language), and

comprehension. Readers may use morpheme, semantics, and syntax and context cues to

identify the meaning of unknown words. Readers integrate the words they have read into

their existing framework of knowledge or schema (schemata theory).

Key Points:

1. What Is Reading?

Although reading print text is now an important way for the general population to access

information, this has not always been the case. With some exceptions, only a small

percentage of the population in many countries were considered literate before the Industrial

Revolution. Readingis a complex cognitive process of decoding symbols for the purpose of

deriving meaning (reading comprehension) and/or constructing meaning. Written information
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is received by the retina, processed by the primary visual cortex, and interpreted in

Wernicke's area.

Reading is a means of language acquisition, of communication, and of sharing information

and ideas.

Readers use a variety of reading strategies to assist with decoding (to translate symbols into

sounds or visual representations of language), and comprehension. Readers may use

morpheme, semantics, syntax and context cues to identify the meaning of unknown words.

Readers integrate the words they have read into their existing framework of knowledge or

schema (schemata theory).Other types of reading may not be text-based, such as music

notation or pictograms. Reading text is now an important way for the general population in

many societies to access information and make meaning.

Rates of reading include reading for memorization (fewer than 100 words per minute [wpm]);

reading for learning (100200 wpm); reading for comprehension (200400 wpm); and

skimming (400700 wpm). Readingfor comprehension is the essence of the daily reading of

most people. Skimming is for superficially processing large quantities of text at a low level of

comprehension (below 50%).

Advice for choosing the appropriate reading-rate includes reading flexibly, slowing when

concepts are closely presented, and when the material is new, and increasing when the

material is familiar and of thin concept. Speed reading courses and books often encourage the

reader to continually accelerate; comprehension tests lead the reader to believe his or her

comprehension is continually improving; yet, competence-in-reading requires knowing that

skimming is dangerous, as a default habit.

The Taylor values probably are higher, for disregarding students who failed the

comprehension test. The reading test by the french psychologist Pierre Lefavrais tested

reading aloud, with a penalty for errors, and could, therefore, not be a rate greater than 150

wpm.

Cognition is a concept used in different ways by different disciplines, but is generally

accepted to mean the process of thought. For example, in psychology and cognitive science it

refers to an information processing view of an individual's psychological functions. Other
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interpretations of the meaning of cognition link it to the development of concepts; individual

minds, groups, organizations, and even larger coalitions of entities, can be modelled as

societies which cooperate to form concepts. The autonomous elements of each 'society' would

have the opportunity to demonstrate emergent behavior in the face of some crisis or

opportunity. Cognition can also be interpreted as "understanding and trying to make sense of

the world".

2. Effective ReadingInstruction

Proficient reading is equally dependent on two critical skills: the ability to understand the

language in which the text is written, and the ability to recognize and process printed text.

Each of these competencies is likewise dependent on lower level skills and cognitive abilities.

Children who readily understand spoken language and who are able to fluently and easily

recognize printed words do not usually have difficulty with reading comprehension.

However, students must be proficient in both competencies to read well; difficulty in either

domain undermines the overall reading process. At the conclusion of reading, children should

be able to retell the story in their own words including characters, setting, and the events of

the story. Readingresearchers define a skilled reader as one who can understand written text

as well as they can understand the same passage if spoken.

Print recognition requires the ability to perceive printed text and translate it into spoken

language. This aspect of reading is the crux of much of the reading debate.

Reading readiness has been defined as the point at which a person is ready to learn to read

and the time during which a person transitions from being a non-reader into a reader. Other

terms for reading readiness include early literacy and emergent reading.

Children begin to learn pre-reading skills at birth while they listen to the speech around them.

In order to learn to read, a child must first have knowledge of the oral language. According to

the Ontario Government (2003), the acquisition of language is natural, but the process of

learning to read is not - reading must be taught. This belief contradicts basic language

philosophy, which states that children learn to read while they learn to speak. The Ontario

Government (2003) also believes that reading is the foundation for success, and that those
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children who struggle with reading in grades 1-3 are at a disadvantage in terms of academic

success, compared to those children who are not struggling.

Because a child's early experience with literacy-related activities is highly correlated to the

child's success with reading, it is important to consider a child's developmental level when

choosing appropriate activities and goals. Early and enjoyable pre-reading experiences set the

stage for a child's desire to learn. By participating in developmentally-appropriate activities

(activities that are fun and challenging, but not frustrating), the child gains knowledge that

will serve as the foundation for further learning as he or she enters the school system.

Reading readiness is highly individualistic. There is no "one size fits all" solution to teaching

a child to read. A parent or educator may need to employ several techniques before finding

the most appropriate method for an individual child. According to Vygotsky's Zone of

Proximal Development a child can, through the help of an adult or more capable child,

perform at a higher level than he or she can independently. The process of learning to read

should thus be supported by a caring and supportive individual.

3. The Modern Reform Movement in Education

Education reform is a plan or movement which attempts to bring about a systematic change

in educational theory or practice across a community or society. Though educational reform

undoubtedly occurred on a local level at various points throughout history, the modern notion

of education reform is tied with the spread of Compulsory education - education reforms did

not become widespread until after organized schooling was sufficiently systematized to be

'reformed.'

Education reforms in modern times arose first against neo-classical education, known in

America as "humanistic" education, which resembled in many respects classical education.

Motives for parting with classical methods were diverse, and included economic factors,

differences in the aims of educationnormalizing immigrants and the poor as opposed to

training the upper and middle classes, and differences in educational philosophy.

Education reform has been pursued for a variety of specific reasons, but generally most

reforms aim at redressing some societal ills, such as poverty-, gender-, or class-based

inequities, or perceived ineffectiveness. Reforms are usually proposed by thinkers who aim to
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redress societal ills or institute societal changes, most often through a change in the education

of the members of a class of peoplethe preparation of a ruling class to rule or a working class

to work, the social hygiene of a lower or immigrant class, the preparation of citizens in a

democracy or republic, etc. The idea that all children should be provided with a high level of

education is a relatively recent idea, and has arisen largely in the context of Western

democracy in the 20th century.

Topic : Developing Childrens Oral Language

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to identify:

 What do teachers need to know about oral language?

 What does research say about the relationship between oral language and reading?

 What are some ways to assess oral language development and use?

 What are some ways to develop childrens oral language?

 How can oral language experiences meet the diverse needs of children and families?

Definition/Overview:

Language: A language is a dynamic set of sensory symbols of communication and the

elements used to manipulate them. Language can also refer to the use of such systems as a

general phenomenon. Strictly speaking, language is considered to be an exclusively human

mode of communication. Although other animals make use of quite sophisticated

communicative systems, sometimes casually referred to as animal language, none of these are

known to make use of all of the properties that linguists use to define language.

Key Points:

1. Properties of language

A set of commonly accepted signs (indices, icons or symbols) is only one feature of

language; all languages must define (i) the structural relationships between these signs in a

system of grammar, (ii) the context wherein the signs are used (pragmatics) and (iii)

dependent on their context the content specifity, i.e. its meaning (semantics). Rules of
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grammar are one of the characteristics sometimes said to distinguish language from other

forms of communication. They allow a finite set of signs to be manipulated to create a

potentially infinite number of grammatical utterances.

Another property of language is that its symbols are arbitrary. Any concept or grammatical

rule can be mapped onto a symbol. In other words, most languages make use of sound, but

the combinations of sounds used do not have any necessary and inherent meaning they are

merely an agreed-upon convention to represent a certain thing by users of that language. For

instance, there is nothing about the Spanish word nada itself that forces Spanish speakers to

convey the idea of "nothing". Another set of sounds (for example, the English word nothing)

could equally be used to represent the same concept, but all Spanish speakers have acquired

or learned to correlate this meaning for this particular sound pattern. For Slovenian, Croatian,

Serbian or Bosnian speakers on the other hand, nada means something else; it means "hope".

This arbitrariness even applies to words with an onomatopoetic dimension (i.e. words that to

some extent simulate the sound of the token referred to). For example, several animal names

(e.g. cuckoo, whip-poor-will, katydid) are derived from sounds the respective animal makes,

but these forms did not have to be chosen for these meanings. Non-onomatopoetic words can

stand just as easily for the same meaning. For instance, the katydid is called a "bush cricket"

in British English, a term that bears no relation to the sound the animal makes. In time,

onomatopoetic words can also change in form, losing their mimetic status. Onomatopoetic

words may have an inherent relation to their referent, but this meaning is not inherent, thus

they do not violate arbitrariness.

2. Origin of language

Even before the theory of evolution made discussion of more animal-like human

ancestorscommon place, philosophical and scientific speculation casting doubt on the use of

early language has been frequent throughout history. In modern Western Philosophy,

speculation by authors such as Thomas Hobbes, and later Jean-Jacques Rousseau led to the

Acadmie franaise declaring the subject off-limits.

The origin of language is of great interest to philosophers because language is such an

essential characteristic of human life. In classical Greek philosophy such inquiry was

approached by considering the nature of things, in this case human nature. Even in the times
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of Aristotle writings discussed the natural propensities of humans to be political and to dwell

in city-state communities, to engage in pair-bonding, and so on.

Hobbes followed by John Locke and others claimed that language is an extension of the

"speech" which humans have within themselves, which in a sense takes the classical view

that reason is one of the most primary characteristics of human nature. Others have argued

the opposite - that reason developed out of the need for more complex communication.

Rousseau, despite writing before the publication of Darwin's theory of evolution, claimed that

there had once been humans who had no language or reason and who developed language

first, rather than reason - the development of which things he explicitly described as a mixed

blessing, with many negative characteristics.

Since the arrival of Darwin the subject has been approached more often by scientists than

philosophers. For example, neurologist Terrence Deacon has argued that reason and language

"coevolved". Merlin Donald sees language as a later development building upon what he

refers to as mimetic culture, emphasizing that this coevolution depended upon the

interactions of many individuals. He writes that:

A shared communicative culture, with sharing of mental representations to some degree, must

have come first, before language, creating a social environment in which language would

have been useful and adaptive.

The specific causes of the natural selection that led to language are however still the subject

of much speculation, but a common theme which goes right back to Aristotle is that many

theories propose that the gains to be had from language and/or reason were probably mainly

in the area of increasingly sophisticated social structures.

In more recent times a theory of mirror neurons has emerged in relation to language,

Ramachandran has gone so far as to claim that "mirror neurons will do for psychology what

DNA did for biology: they will provide a unifying framework and help explain a host of

mental abilities that have hitherto remained mysterious and inaccessible to experiments".

Mirror neurons are located in the human inferior frontal cortex and superior parietal lobe, and

are unique in that they fire when completing an action and also when witnessing an actor

performing the same action. Various studies have proposed a theory of mirror neurons related

to language development .
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3. Linguistics

Linguistics is the systematic study of language, encompassing a variety of scientific and

humanist methodologies for its inquiry. Mainstream academics classify its study into a

number of sub-fields: an important topical division being between the study of language

structure (grammar) and the study of meaning (semantics). Grammar encompasses

morphology (the formation and composition of words), syntax (the rules that determine how

words combine into phrases and sentences) and phonology (the study of sound systems and

abstract sound units). Phonetics is a related branch of linguistics concerned with the actual

properties of speech sounds (phones), non-speech sounds, and how they are produced and

perceived.

Over the twentieth century, following the work of Noam Chomsky, linguistics came to be

dominated by the Generativist school, which is chiefly concerned with explaining how

human beings acquire language and the biological constraints on this acquisition. Generative

theory is modularist in character. While this remains the dominant paradigm, Chomsky's

writings have also gathered much criticism, and other linguistic theories have increasingly

gained popularity; cognitive linguistics is a prominent example. There are many sub-fields in

linguistics, which may or may not be dominated by a particular theoretical approach:

evolutionary linguistics attempts to account for the origins of language; historical linguistics

explores language change and sociolinguistics looks at the relation between linguistic

variation and social structures.

A variety of intellectual disciplines are relevant to the study of language. Linguistics like

other sciences is highly interdisciplinary and draws on work from such fields as psychology,

speech-language pathology, literature, informatics, computer science, philosophy, biology,

human anatomy, neuroscience, sociology, anthropology, and acoustics.

Topic : Early Reading Instruction: Teaching The Essentials

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to identify:

 What are three early reading essentials discussed in this chapter?

 What are print concepts?
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 What are phonological and phonemic awareness?

 What is letter name recognition?

 What are three assessment tools for assessing the early reading essentials?

 What are three instructional strategies for helping children learn letter names?

Definition/Overview:

Reading education: Reading education is the process by which individuals are taught to

derive meaning from text. Government-funded scientific research on reading and reading

instruction began in the U.S.in the 1960s. In the 1970s and 1980s, researchers began

publishing findings based on converging evidence from multiple studies. However, these

findings have been slow to move into typical classroom practice.

Key Points:

1. History of reading education in the U.S.

In colonial times, reading instruction was simple and straightforward: teach children the code

and then let them read. At that time, reading material was not specially written for children

but consisted primarily of the Bible and some patriotic essays. There was little consideration

for how best to teach children to read or how to assess reading comprehension.

Not until the mid 1800s did this approach change significantly. Educators, in particular

Horace Mann, began to advocate changes in reading instructional methods. He observed that

children were bored and "death-like" at school, and that instruction needed toengaged

children's interest in the reading material by teaching them to read whole words. In the mid

nineteenth century, Rebecca Smith Pollard developed a sequential reading program of

intensive synthetic phonics, complete with a separate teacher's manual and spelling and

reading books.

The meaning-based curriculum did not dominate reading instruction until the second quarter

of the 20th century. Beginning in the 1930s and 1940s, reading programs became

veryfocused on comprehension and taught children to read whole words by sight. Phonics

was not to be taught except sparingly and as a tool to be used as a last resort.
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In the 1950s Rudolf Flesch wrote a book called Why Johnny Can't Read, a passionate

argument in favor of teaching children to read using phonics. Addressed to the mothers and

fathers of America, he also hurled severe criticism at publishers' decisions that he claimed

were motivated by profit, and he questioned the honesty and intelligence of experts, schools,

and teachers. The book was on the bestseller list for 30 weeks and spurred a hue and cry in

general population. It also polarized the reading debate among educators, researchers, and

parents.

This polarization continues to the present time. In the 1970s an instructional philosophy

called whole language (which explicitly de-emphasizes teaching phonics) was introduced,

and it became the primary method of reading instruction in the 1980s and 1990s. During this

time, researchers (such as the National Institute of Health) continued to conduct study after

study showing that early reading acquisition depends on the understanding of the connection

between sounds and letters.

As of 2008, most researchers advocate for a structured combination of both phonics

instruction and whole language principles, but whole language is still taught almost

exclusively in teacher education programs and remains the predominant reading method in

U.S.elementary schools.

2. Alphabetic principle and English orthography

Beginning readers must understand the concept of the alphabetic principle in order to master

basic reading skills. A writing system is said to be alphabetic if it uses symbols to represent

individual language sounds. In contrast, syllabic writing systems (such as Japanese kana) and

Chinese hanzi use a symbol to represent a single syllable .

Alphabetic writing systems vary in complexity. For example, Spanish is an alphabetic writing

system that has a nearly perfect one-to-one correspondence of symbols to individual sounds.

In Spanish, most of the time words are spelled the way they sound, that is, word spellings are

almost always regular. English, on the other hand, is far more complex in that it does not

have a one-to-one correspondence between symbols and sounds. English has individual

sounds that can be represented by more than one symbol or symbol combination. For

example, the long |a| sound can be represented by a-consonant-e as in ate, -ay as in hay, -ea as

in steak, -ey as in they, -ai as in pain, and -ei as in vein. In addition, there are many words
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with irregular spelling and many homophones (words that sound the same but have different

meanings and often different spellings as well). Pollack Pickeraz (1963) asserted that there

are 45 phonemes in the English language, and that the 26 letters of the English alphabet can

represent the 45 phonemes in about 350 ways.

It should be noted that the irregularity of English spelling is largely an artifact of how the

language developed. English is a Germanic language; however, it has substantial influences

from Latin, Greek, and French, among others. Over its history, English adopted vocabulary

from many languages, and the imported words usually follow the spelling patterns of their

language of origin. Advanced phonics instruction includes studying words according to their

origin, and how to determine the correct spelling of a word using its language of origin.

Clearly, the complexity of English orthography makes it more difficult for children to learn

decoding and encoding rules, and more difficult for teachers to teach them. However,

effective word recognition relies on the basic understanding that letters represent the sounds

of spoken language, that is, word recognition relies on the reader's understanding of the

alphabetic principle.

3. Instructional methods

A variety of different methods of teaching reading have been advocated in English-speaking

countries. In the United States, the debate is often more political than objective. Parties often

divide into two camps which refuse to accept each others terminology or frame of reference.

Despite this both camps often incorporate aspects of the other's methods. Both camps accuse

the other of causing failure to learn to read and write.

Historically, the two camps have been called Whole Language and Phonics, although the

Whole Language instructional method has also been referred to as "literature-based reading

program" and "integrated language arts curriculum" . Currently (2007), the differing

perspectives are frequently referred to as "balanced reading instruction" (Whole Language)

and "scientifically-based reading instruction" (Phonics).

Phonics advocates assert that, to read a large vocabulary of words correctly and fluently

requires detailed knowledge of the structure of the English language, particularly spelling-
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speech patterns. Whole Language advocates assert that students do not need to be able to

sound out words, but should look at unknown words and figure them out using context.

4. Reading comprehension

Many educators in the USA believe that children need to learn to analyze text (comprehend

it) even before they can read it on their own, and comprehension instruction generally begins

in pre-Kindergarten or Kindergarten. But other US educators consider this reading approach

to be completely backward for very young children, arguing that the children must learn how

to decode the words in a story through phonics before they can analyze the story itself.

During the last century comprehension lessons usually comprised students answering

teachers' questions, writing responses to questions on their own, or both. The whole group

version of this practice also often included "round robin reading," wherein teachers called on

individual students to read a portion of the text (and sometimes following a set order). In the

last quarter of the 20th century, evidence accumulated that the read-test methods assessed

comprehension more than they taught it. The associated practice of "round robin" reading has

also been questioned and eliminated by many educators.

Instead of using the prior read-test method, research studies have concluded that there are

much more effective ways to teach comprehension. Much work has been done in the area of

teaching novice readers a bank of "reading strategies," or tools to interpret and analyze text.

There is not a definitive set of strategies, but common ones include summarizing what you

have read, monitoring your reading to make sure it is still making sense, and analyzing the

structure of the text (e.g., the use of headings in science text). Some programs teach students

how to self monitor whether they are understanding and provide students with tools for fixing

comprehension problems.

Instruction in comprehension strategy use often involves the gradual release of responsibility,

wherein teachers initially explain and model strategies. Over time, they give students more

and more responsibility for using the strategies until they can use them independently. This

technique is generally associated with the idea of self-regulation and reflects social cognitive

theory, originally conceptualized by Albert Bandura.
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In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Phonics And Word Identification

Developing Childrens Reading Fluency

Topic : Phonics And Word Identification

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to identify:

 How do children learn to decode words?

 How do effective teachers assess students letter and word identification abilities?

 What does research show are the best ways of teaching phonics?

 Who has difficulty learning phonics and what can be done to assist them?

 What strategies can parents use to help their child learn phonics skills?.

Definition/Overview:

Phonics: A Phonics refers to a method for teaching speakers of English to read and write that

language. Phonics involves teaching how to connect the sounds of spoken English with letters

or groups of letters (e.g., that the sound /k/ can be represented by c, k, or ck spellings) and

teaching them to blend the sounds of letters together to produce approximate pronunciations

of unknown words.

Key Points:

1. Key vocabulary to mention within explanation

According to the National Reading Panel, the ability to read requires proficiency in a number

of language domains: phonemic awareness, phonics (sound-symbol correspondence),

fluency, vocabulary, and text comprehension.

 Phonemic awareness: The ability to distinguish and manipulate the individual sounds of

language. The broader term, phonological awareness, also includes rhymes, syllables, and

onsets and rimes.

 Phonics: Method that stresses the acquisition of letter-sound correspondences and their use in

reading and spelling. This helps beginning readers understand how letters are linked to
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sounds (phonemes), patterns of letter-sound correspondences and spelling in English, and

how to apply this knowledge when they read.

 Fluency: The ability to read orally with speed, accuracy, and vocal expression. The ability to

read fluently is one of several critical factors necessary for reading comprehension. If a

reader is not fluent, it may be difficult to remember what has been read and to relate the ideas

expressed in the text to his or her background knowledge. This accuracy and automaticity of

reading serves as a bridge between decoding and comprehension.

 Vocabulary: A critical aspect of reading comprehension is vocabulary development. When a

reader encounters an unfamiliar word in print and decodes it to derive its spoken

pronunciation, the reader understands the word if it is in the reader's spoken vocabulary.

Otherwise, the reader must derive the meaning of the word using another strategy, such as

context.

 ReadingComprehension :The NRP describes comprehension as a complex cognitive process

in which a reader intentionally and interactively engages with the text. Reading

comprehension is heavily dependent on skilled word recognition and decoding, oral reading

fluency, a well-developed vocabulary and active engagement with the text.

2. Alphabetic principle

The alphabetic principle is the understanding that letters are used to represent speech sounds

and that there are systematic and predictable relationships between written letters and spoken

words. The alphabetic principle is the foundation of any alphabetic writing system, which is

the most common type of writing system in use today.

In an (almost) perfectly phonological alphabet like the avestic, vedic and sanskritone

(Devanāgarī/Abugida, see also Vyakarana), there is a single letter for each individual speech

sound and a one-to-one correspondence between sounds and the letters that represent them.

Such languages have a straight-forward spelling system, enabling a writer to predict the

spelling of a word given its pronunciation and a reader to predict the pronunciation of a word

given its spelling.

Most alphabetic writing systems are imperfectly phonological and diverge from that ideal to a

greater or lesser extent, often because they use alphabets borrowed from other languages. The

spelling systems for some languages, such as Spanish, are relatively simple because they

adhere closely to the ideal one-to-one correspondence between sounds and the letter patterns
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that represent them. For example, in standard Castilian Spanish the letter u always represents

the sound /u/. In English the spelling systems are more complex and vary considerably in the

degree to which they follow the stated pattern. This is mainly due to the (historical)

"readiness" of English to adopt vocabulary from several languages and the failure of English

writing conventions to adapt to the long-term changes in pronunciation that is typical for all

languages. The alphabetic principle does not underlie logographic writing systems like

Chinese or syllabic writing systems such as Japanese kana.

3. Role of the alphabetic principle in beginning reading

Decades of research has resulted in converging evidence that learning the connection between

the sounds of speech and print is a critical prerequisite to effective word identification.

Understanding that there is a direct relationship between letters and sounds enables a reader

to retrieve the pronunciation of an unknown word and associate it with a spoken word.

Printed words in a child's vocabulary can be identified by sounding them out. Understanding

the relationship of letters and sounds is also the foundation of learning to spell.

Proponents of phonics, a method for teaching one aspect of beginning reading, argue that this

relationship needs to be taught explicitly and learned to automaticity to facilitate rapid word

recognition upon which comprehension depends. Proponents of whole language approaches

argue that reading should be taught holistically, and that children naturally intuit the

relationship between letters and sounds. Focus on individual letters and sounds should be

taught to be used only as a last resort, and that any phonics instruction given should be

embedded within a holistic approach, that is to say, through mini-lessons in the context of

authentic reading and writing tasks.

In Beginning to Read: Thinking and Learning about Print, renowned researcher Marilyn

JagerAdams asserts that the preponderance of evidence demonstrates the importance of

learning sound-letter correspondence systematically. However, she hastens to caution all

educators and parents that necessary is not the same as sufficient. However critical learning

letter-sound correspondence is to beginning reading, it is not enough. Children require much

more to become skillful readers. She states that proficient readers also must learn basic

concepts about print, phonological awareness, the visual identities of individual letters, to

spell, automatic word recognition, vocabulary, and understanding the syntactic and semantic

relationships among words in order to achieve reading comprehension. Jager asserts,
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however, that because of the complexity of constructing meaning from the interaction of

words and phrases in print, any hesitation in recognizing a single word causes comprehension

to be forfeited. Automatic and speedy word recognition, she asserts, is an essential skill for

reading comprehension, and word recognition depends on the reader's knowledge of, and

fluency with, letter-to-sound translation and common syllable spelling patterns.

4. Different phonics approaches

Synthetic phonics is a method employed to teach phonics to children when learning to read.

This method involves examining every spelling within the word individually as an individual

sound and then blending those sounds together. For example, shrouds would be read by

pronouncing the sounds for each spelling "/ʃ, r, aʊ, d, z/" and then blending those sounds

orally to produce a spoken word, "/ʃraʊdz/." The goal of synthetic phonics instruction is that

students identify the sound-symbol correspondences and blend their phonemes automatically.

(see synthetic phonics)

Analytical phonics has children analyze sound-symbol correspondences, such as the

ouspelling of /aʊ/in shrouds but students do not blend those elements as they do in synthetic

phonics lessons. Furthermore, consonant blends (separate, adjacent consonant phonemes) are

taught as units (e.g., in shrouds the shrwould be taught as a unit).

Analogy phonics is a particular type of analytic phonics in which the teacher has students

analyzephonic elements according to the phonograms in the word. A phonogram, known in

linguistics as a rime, is composed of the vowel and all the sounds that follow it. Teachers

using the analogy method assist students in memorizing a bank of phonograms, such as -at or

-am. Students then use these phonograms to analogize to unknown words.

Embedded phonics is the type of phonics instruction used in whole language programs.

Although phonics skills are de-emphasized in whole language programs, some teachers

include phonics "mini-lessons" in the context of literature. Short lessons are included based

on phonics elements that students are having trouble with, or on a new or difficult phonics

pattern that appears in a class reading assignment. The focus on meaning is generally

maintained, but the mini-lesson provides some time for focus on individual sounds and the

symbols that represent them. Embedded phonics differs from other methods in that the
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instruction is always in the context of literature rather than in separate lessons, and the skills

to be taught are identified opportunistically rather than systematically.

Owing to the shifting debate over time (see "History and Controversy" above), many school

systems, such as California's, have made major changes in the method they have used to

teach early reading. Today, most teachers combine phonics with the elements of whole

language that focus on reading comprehension. Adams and the National Reading Panel

advocate for a comprehensive reading program that includes several different subskills, based

on scientific research. This combined approach is sometimes called balanced literacy,

although some researchers assert that balanced literacy is merely whole language called by

another name. Proponents of various approaches generally agree that a combined approach is

important. A few stalwarts favor isolated instruction in synthetic phonics and introduction to

reading comprehension only after children have mastered sound-symbol correspondences. On

the other side, some whole language supporters are unyielding in arguing that phonics should

be taught little, if at all.

There has been resurgence in interest in synthetic phonics in recent years, particularly in the

United Kingdom. The subject has been promoted by a cross-party group of Parliamentarians,

particularly Nick Gibb MP. A recent report by the House of Commons Education and Skills

Committee called for a review of the phonics content in the National Curriculum. The

Department for Education and Skills havesince announced a review into early years reading,

headed by Jim Rose.

Jim Rose's group has now reported and the UK Government has decreed that synthetic

phonics should be the method of choice for teaching reading in primary schools in England.

Topic : Developing Childrens Reading Fluency

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to identify:

 According to evidence-based research, what is fluent reading?

 What is the nature of the relationship between fluency and reading comprehension?

 How do young children develop fluency in reading?

 How is reading fluency assessed?
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 What are evidence-based fluency instructional practices or strategies for developing reading

fluency?

Definition/Overview:

Fluency: Fluency (also called volubility and loquaciousness) is the property of a person or of

a system that delivers information quickly and with expertise. Fluency is a speech and

language pathology term that means the smoothness or flow with which sounds, syllables,

words and phrases are joined together when speaking quickly. . Fluency disorders isused as a

collective term for cluttering and stuttering. Both disorders have breaks in the fluidity of

speech, and both have the fluency breakdown of repetition of parts of speech. Fluency

disorders are most often complex in nature and they tend to occur more often in boys than in

girls.

Key Points:

1. Fluency

The Language fluency is used informally to denote broadly a high level of language

proficiency, most typically foreign language or another learned language, and more narrowly

to denote fluid language use, as opposed to slow, halting use. In this narrow sense, fluency is

necessary but not sufficient for language proficiency: fluent language users (particularly

uneducated native speakers) may have narrow vocabularies, limited discourse strategies, and

inaccurate word use, and may be illiterate. In the sense of proficiency, "fluency" encompasses

a number of related but separable skills:

 Reading: the ability to easily read and understand texts written in the language;

 Writing: the ability to formulate written texts in the language;

 Comprehension: the ability to follow and understand speech in the language;

 Speaking: the ability to speak in the language and be understood by its speakers.

To some extent, these skills can be separately acquired. Generally, the later in life a learner

approaches the study of a foreign language, the harder it is to acquire auditory comprehension

and fluent speaking skills however, the Critical Period Hypothesis is hotly debated. Reading

and writing a foreign language are skills that can be acquired more easily after the primary

language acquisition period of youth is over, however.
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2. Fluency assessment

There are separate standardized assessment tools administered for infants, school-aged

children, adolescents and adults. Assessments primarily examine the form, content,

understanding and use of language, as well as articulation, and phonology. Oral motor and

swallowing assessments often require specialized training which includes the use of bedside

examination tools and endoscopic/modified barium radiology procedures.

Individuals may be referred to an SLP for the following: Traumatic brain injury; Stroke;

Alzheimer's disease and dementia; Cranial nerve damage; Progressive neurological

conditions (Parkinson, ALS, etc); Developmental delay; Learning disability (speaking and

listening); Autism Spectrum Disorders (including AspergerSyndrome); Genetic disorders that

adversely affect speech, language and/or cognitive development; Injuries due to

complications at birth; Feeding and swallowing concerns; Craniofacial anamolies that

adversely affect speech, language and/or cognitive development; and Augmentative

Alternative Communication needs.

There are myriad Speech-Language Assessment tools used for chidren and adults, depending

on the area of need.

3. Research on Fluency

In the UK(United Kingdom), SLTs undertake a three to four year degree course devoted

entirely to the study of clinical language sciences and communicative disorders. This

qualifies them to work in any of the three main clinical areas. The course, which varies

according to university, includes intensive study of core theoretical components underpinning

competence to practice [Clinical Phonetics], Linguistics, Psychology and Medical science, in

addition to the study of a range of communicative disorders in children and adults. Students

are also expected to become familiar with a range of policies, processes and procedures

relevant to working in different contexts, including health and education. The course is very

demanding, and is assessed via coursework, exams and clinical placement. Some universities

require students to assess and diagnose an 'unseen client' prior to completing their degree

course; all require the completion of a pilot study related to the field of Speech and Language

Therapy.
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Throughout the course, students undertake a variety of clinical placements in which their

ability to practise is continually assessed. All courses require students to complete a certain

amount of hours of clinical placement, although the structure of placement differs from

course to course. Upon qualifying SLT's enter the profession as a newly-qualified

practitioner. The recommended career course is that they then achieve a number of

competencies, which qualify them to work autonomously. The Royal College of Speech and

Language Therapists, the professional body representing Speech and Language Therapists in

the UK, provides a framework of competencies which therapists are expected to achieve

within 1218 months of beginning clinical practice. Access to supervision during this period

varies from trust to trust, and each individual therapist is expected to provide documentary

evidence of competencies achieved to a senior colleague (usually a manager) who determines

whether a therapist meets the required criteria for admission to the 'full register'.

Speech and Language Therapists in the UKare required by law to register with the Health

Professions Council, a regulatory body governing a range of health professions. The Health

Professions Council has the power to discipline members who do not meet the rigorous

standards for effective and safe clinical practice, and may 'strike off' or deregister members

who fail to maintain these standards.

In the United States, Speech Language Pathology practice is regulated by the laws of the

individual states. However, by 2006, the minimal requirements to be a certified SLP member

of the American Speech-Language Hearing Association were: a graduate degree in Speech-

Language Pathology, which typically entails 2 years of post graduate work; a completed

clinical fellowship year, which is generally employment for a year while supervised by a

practicing SLP who is also ASHA certified; and passing the Praxis Series examination. The

graduate degree work to acquire a Master's in Speech-Language Pathology is rigorous and

demanding, requiring many hours of supervised clinical practica, and intensive didactic

coursework in medical sciences, phonetics, linguistics, phonology, scientific methodology,

and other subjects.

Certification by ASHA is noted as carrying one's "C"s. (Certificate of Clinical Competence)

It is noted after an SLP's name as: CCC-SLP.

In Australia, Speech Pathologists either undertake a four year undergraduate degree, or a two

year Masters degree to qualify. These dual pathways are considered by Speech Pathology
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Australia to produce equally prepared graduates. To be eligible for optional membership of

Speech Pathology Australia, students must study in one of the accredited courses outlined on

their website. Speech Pathology degrees in Australia vary in curriculum, but always include

streams teaching anatomy and physiology, professional practice, communication and

swallowing disorders, and often some elementary psychology and audiology. Most include

no or minimal elective subjects. All degrees include a heavy clinical component, and many

also include a research component in final year. Once graduated, students become fully

qualified Speech Pathologists and are eligible for any Level 1 position, without the need for

an internship or general examination. Registration is only required in the state of Queensland,

and membership of the professional organization is optional, although it is encouraged.

In South Africa, SLTs must complete a four year honours degree in order to qualify as

practicing clinicians. Up until very recently, all South African SLTs were also audiologists

(also known as otologists), since most universities offering SLT degrees required students to

also study towards becoming audiologists. Since about 2000, this situation has changed and

today the majority of SLT degrees are unitary. Degree holders are qualified to practice as

SLTs only. Upon graduating, therapists must complete a single year of community service in

a government hospital. Once this year (known informally as a 'Zuma year', after the minister

of health who first implemented the community service system)iscomplete, therapists must

register as independent practitioners with the Health Professions Council of South Africa

(HPCSA)before they can begin offering services. This registration must be renewed every

year. Membership of professional bodies such as the South African Speech-Language and

Hearing Association is not mandatory.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Increasing Reading Vocabulary

Teaching Reading Comprehension

Topic : Increasing Reading Vocabulary

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to identify:

 What does research tell us about vocabulary learning?

 How can teachers effectively assess students vocabulary knowledge?
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 What research-proven strategies are used in vocabulary instruction?

 What can be done to assist students with special needs in vocabulary learning?

 How can reading backpacks be used to involve parents in their childs vocabulary learning?.

Definition/Overview:

Vocabulary: A person's vocabulary is the set of words they are familiar with in a language.

A vocabulary usually grows and evolves with age, and serves as a useful and fundamental

tool for communication and acquiring knowledge.

Key Points:

1. Research on Vocabulary Learning

A vocabulary is defined as "all the words known and used by a particular person". However,

the words known and used by a particular person do not constitute all the words a person is

exposed to. By definition, a vocabulary includes the last two categories of this list:

 Never encountered the word.

 Heard the word, but cannot define it.

 Recognize the word due to context or tone of voice.

 Able to use the word but cannot clearly explain it.

 Fluent with the word its use and definition.

 A person's reading vocabulary is all the words he or she can recognize when reading. This is

the largest type of vocabulary simply because it includes the other three.

A person's listening vocabulary is all the words he or she can recognize when listening to

speech. This vocabulary is aided in size by context and tone of voice.

A person's writing vocabulary is all the words he or she can employ in writing. Contrary to

the previous two vocabulary types, the writing vocabulary is stimulated by its user.

A person's speaking vocabulary is all the words he or she can use in speech. Due to the

spontaneous nature of the speaking vocabulary, words are often misused. This misuse though

slight and unintentional may be compensated by facial expressions, tone of voice, or hand

gestures.
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"Focal vocabulary" is a specialized set of terms and distinctions that is particularly important

to a certain group; those with particular focuses of experience or activity. A lexicon, or

vocabulary, is a language's dictionary, its set of names for things, events, and ideas. Some

linguists believe that lexicon influences people's perception on things, the SapirWhorf

hypothesis. For example, the Nuer of Sudan havean elaborate vocabulary to describe cattle.

The Nuer have dozens of names for cattle because of the cattle's particular histories,

economies, and environments. This kind of comparison has elicited some linguistic

controversy, as with the number of "Eskimo words for snow". English speakers can also

elaborate their snow and cattle vocabularies when the need arises.

Initially, in the infancy phase, vocabulary growth requires no effort. Infants hear words and

mimic them, eventually associating them with objects and actions. This is the listening

vocabulary. The speaking vocabulary follows, as a child's thoughts become more reliant on

its ability to express itself without gestures and mere sounds. Once the reading and writing

vocabularies are attained through questions and education the anomalies and irregularities of

language can be discovered.

In first grade, an advantaged student (i.e. a literate student) knows about twice as many words

as a disadvantaged student. Generally, this gap does not tighten. This translates into a wide

range of vocabulary size in the fifth and sixth grade, when students know about 2,5005,000

words. These young students have learned an average of 3,000 words per year, approximately

eight words per day.

After leaving school, vocabulary growth plateaus. People may then expand their vocabularies

by reading, playing word games, participating in vocabulary programs, etc.

Even if we learn a word, it takes a lot of practice and context connections for us to learn it

well. A rough grouping of words we understand when we hear them encompasses our

"passive" vocabulary, whereas our "active" vocabulary is made up of words that come to our

mind immediately when we have to use them in a sentence, as we speak. In this case, we

often have to come up with a word in the timeframe of milliseconds, so one has to know it

well, often in combinations with other words in phrases, where it is commonly used.

 An extensive vocabulary aids expressions and communication

 Vocabulary size has been directly linked to reading comprehension.
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 Linguistic vocabulary is synonymous with thinking vocabulary

 A person may be judged by others based on their vocabulary

Topic : Teaching Reading Comprehension

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to identify:

 What is reading comprehension?

 How do children develop reading comprehension?

 What does research say abut reading comprehension instruction?

 How is reading comprehension assessed effectively?

 What are evidence-based instructional practices or strategies for developing reading

comprehension?

Definition/Overview:

Reading comprehension: Reading comprehension is defined as the level of understanding of

a writing. For normal reading rates (around 200-220 words per minute) an acceptable level of

comprehension is above 75%. Proficient reading depends on the ability to recognize words

quickly and effortlessly.If word recognition is difficult, students use too much of their

processing capacity to read individual words, which interferes with their ability to

comprehend what is read.

Many educators in the USA believe that children need to learn to analyze text (comprehend

it) even before they can read it on their own, and comprehension instruction generally begins

in pre-Kindergarten or Kindergarten. But other US educators consider this reading approach

to be completely backward for very young children, arguing that the children must learn how

to decode the words in a story through phonics before they can analyze the story itself.

Key Points:

1. Teaching reading comprehension

Many educators in the USA believe that children need to learn to analyze text (comprehend

it) even before they can read it on their own, and comprehension instruction generally begins
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in pre-Kindergarten or Kindergarten. But other US educators consider this reading approach

to be completely backward for very young children, arguing that the children must learn how

to decode the words in a story through phonics before they can analyze the story itself.

During the last century comprehension lessons usually comprised students answering

teachers' questions, writing responses to questions on their own, or both. The whole group

version of this practice also often included "round robin reading," wherein teachers called on

individual students to read a portion of the text (and sometimes following a set order). In the

last quarter of the 20th century, evidence accumulated that the read-test methods assessed

comprehension more than they taught it. The associated practice of "round robin" reading has

also been questioned and eliminated by many educators.

Instead of using the prior read-test method, research studies have concluded that there are

much more effective ways to teach comprehension. Much work has been done in the area of

teaching novice readers a bank of "reading strategies," or tools to interpret and analyze text.

There is not a definitive set of strategies, but common ones include summarizing what you

have read, monitoring your reading to make sure it is still making sense, and analyzing the

structure of the text (e.g., the use of headings in science text). Some programs teach students

how to self monitor whether they are understanding and provide students with tools for fixing

comprehension problems.

Instruction in comprehension strategy use often involves the gradual release of responsibility,

wherein teachers initially explain and model strategies. Over time, they give students more

and more responsibility for using the strategies until they can use them independently. This

technique is generally associated with the idea of self-regulation and reflects social cognitive

theory, originally conceptualized by Albert Bandura

The U.S. National Reading Panel conducted a comprehensive literature search on teaching

reading comprehension. They concluded that (1) vocabulary knowledge, (2) reading

comprehension instruction based on reading strategies, and (3) practices were critical to

effective reading comprehension teaching.

Several theories of vocabulary instruction exist, namely, one focused on intensive instruction

of a few high value words, one focused on broad instruction of many useful words, and a

third focused on strategies for learning new words.
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The idea of focusing intensely on a few words was popularized by Isabel Beck, Margaret

McKeown, and Linda Kucan in their book for teachers called Bringing Words to Life: Robust

Vocabulary Instruction (2002). They argued that words occur in three "tiers," the lowest (tier

1) being common words such as eat and fish, the top (tier 3) being very content-specific

words such as photosynthesis and geopolitical. The tier 2 words were what they considered

general academic vocabulary, words with many uses in academic contexts, such as analyze

and frequent. Beck et al. suggested that teachers focus on tier 2 words and that they should

teach fewer of these words with greater intensity. They suggested that teachers offer multiple

examples and develop activities to help students practice these words in increasingly

independent ways.

The method of focusing of broad instruction on many words was developed by Andrew

Biemiller. He argued, contra Beck et al., that more words would benefit students more, even

if the instruction was short and teacher-directed. He suggested that teachers teach a large

number of words before reading a book to students, by merely giving short definitions, such

as synonyms, and then pointing out the words and their meaning while reading the book to

students. The method contrasts with the Beck et al. approach by emphasizing quantity versus

quality. There is no evidence to suggest the primacy of either approach.

The final vocabulary technique, strategies for learning new words, can be further subdivided

into instruction on using context and instruction on using morphemes, or meaningful units

within words to learn their meaning. Morphemic instruction has been shown to produce

positive outcomes for students reading and vocabulary knowledge, but context has proved

unreliable as a strategy and it is no longer considered a useful strategy to teach students. This

conclusion does not disqualify the value in "learning" morphemic analysis" - prefixes,

suffixes and roots - but rather suggests that it be imparted incidentally and in context.

Accordingly, there are methods designed to achieve this, such as Incidental Morpheme

Analysis (Manzo, Manzo, Thomas, 2004, p.163-4).

2. Reading strategies

Before the 1980s, little comprehension instruction occurred in the United States. Palinscarand

Brown (1984) developed a technique called reciprocal teaching that taught students to

predict, summarize, clarify, and ask questions for sections of a text. The technique had

positive outcomes. Since then, the use of strategies like summarizing after each paragraph
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have come to be seen as effective strategies for building students' comprehension. The idea is

that students will develop stronger reading comprehension skills on their own if the teacher

gives them explicit mental tools for unpacking text.

There are a wide range of reading strategies suggested by reading programs and educators.

The National Reading Panel identified positive effects only for a subset, particularly

summarizing, asking questions, answering questions, comprehension monitoring, graphic

organizers, and cooperative learning. The Panel also emphasized that a combination of

strategies, as used in Reciprocal Teaching, can be effective.

Today, most reading comprehension programs teach students explicit reading strategies using

teacher direct instruction with additional student practice.

Comprehension through discussion involves lessons that are "instructional conversations"

that create higher-level thinking opportunities for students. The purpose of the discussions is

to promote critical and aesthetic thinking about text and encourage full classroom

involvement. According to Vivian Thayer, class discussions help students to generate ideas

and new questions.

3. Phases of mental processing

Cognitive psychology is a branch of psychology that investigates internal mental processes

such as problem solving, memory, and language. The school of thought arising from this

approach is known as cognitivism which is interested in how people mentally represent

information processing. It had its foundations in the Gestalt psychology of Max Wertheimer,

Wolfgang Khler, and Kurt Koffka, and in the work of Jean Piaget, who provided a theory of

stages/phases that describe children's cognitive development. Cognitive psychologists use

psychophysical and experimental approaches to understand, diagnose, and solve problems,

concerning themselves with the mental processes which mediate between stimulus and

response. Cognitive theory contends that solutions to problems take the form of

algorithmsrules that are not necessarily understood but promise a solution, or heuristicsrules

that are understood but that do not always guarantee solutions. Cognitive science differs from

cognitive psychology in that algorithms that are intended to simulate human behavior are

implemented or implementable on a computer. In other instances, solutions may be found

through insight, a sudden awareness of relationships.
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Cognitive psychology is one of the more recent additions to psychological research, having

only developed as a separate area within the discipline since the late 1950s and early 1960s

following the "cognitive revolution" initiated by Noam Chomsky's 1959 critique of

behaviorism and empiricism more generally. The origins of cognitive thinking such as

computational theory of mind can be traced as early as Descartes and Alan Turing. The

cognitive approach was brought to prominence by Donald Broadbent's book Perception and

Communication in 1958. Since that time, the dominant paradigm in the area has been the

information processing model of cognition that Broadbent put forward. This is a way of

thinking and reasoning about mental processes, envisioning them as software running on the

computer that is the brain. Theories refer to forms of input, representation, computation or

processing, and outputs. Applied to language as the primary mental knowledge representation

system, cognitive psychology has exploited tree and network mental models. Its singular

contribution to AI and psychology in general is the notion of a semantic network. One of the

first cognitive psychologists, George Miller is well-known for dedicating his career to the

development of WordNet, a semantic network for the English language. Development began

in 1985 and is now the foundation for many machine ontologies.

This way of conceiving mental processes has pervaded psychology more generally over the

past few decades, and it is not uncommon to find cognitive theories within social psychology,

personality psychology, abnormal psychology, and developmental psychology; the

application of cognitive theories to comparative psychology has driven many recent studies in

animal cognition. However, cognitive psychology dealing with the intervening constructs of

the mental presentations is not able to specify: What are the non-material counterparts of

material objects? For example, what is the counterpart of a chair in a mental processes, and

how do the non-material processes evolve in the mind that has no space. Further, what are the

very specific qualities of the mental causalities? In particular, when the causalities are

processes. The plain statement about information processing awakes some questions. What

information is dealt with, its contents, and form. Are there transformations? What are the

nature of process causalities? How subjective states of a person transmute into shared states,

and on the other way around? Finally, yet importantly, how do we who work with cognitive

research are able to conceptualize the mental counter concepts to construct theories that have

real importance in real every day life? Consequently, there is a lack of specific process

concepts which enable to derive new developments, and create grand theories about the mind,

and its abysses.
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The information processing approach to cognitive functioning is currently being questioned

by new approaches in psychology, such as dynamical systems, and the embodiment

perspective. Because of the use of computational metaphors and terminology, cognitive

psychology was able to benefit greatly from the flourishing of research in artificial

intelligence and other related areas in the 1960s and 1970s. In fact, it developed as one of the

significant aspects of the inter-disciplinary subject of cognitive science, which attempts to

integrate a range of approaches in research on the mind and mental processes.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Writing

Assessment

Topic : Writing

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to identify:

 How is reading related to writing?

 How does writing develop?

 How is writing development evaluated?

 How is the writing process taught?

Definition/Overview:

Writing: Writing is the representation of language in a textual medium through the use of a

set of signs or symbols (known as a writing system). It is distinguished from illustration, such

as cave drawing and painting, and the recording of language via a non-textual medium such

as magnetic tape audio. In Eurasia writing began as a consequence of the burgeoning needs of

accounting. Around the 4th millennium BC, the complexity of trade and administration

outgrew the power of memory, and writing became a more dependable method of recording

and presenting transactions in a permanent form. In Mesoamericawriting may have evolved

through calendrics and a political necessity for recording historical events.a.
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Key Points:

1. Writing as a category

Writing, more particularly, refers to two things: writing as a noun, the thing that is written;

and writing as a verb, which designates the activity of writing. It refers to the inscription of

characters on a medium, thereby forming words, and larger units of language, known as texts.

It also refers to the creation of meaning and the information thereby generated. In that regard,

linguistics (and related sciences) distinguishes between the written language and the spoken

language. The significance of the medium by which meaning and information is conveyed is

indicated by the distinction made in the arts and sciences. For example, while public speaking

and poetry reading are both types of speech, the former is governed by the rules of rhetoric

and the latter by poetics.

A person who composes a message or story in the form of text is generally known as a writer

or an author. However, more specific designations exist which are dictated by the particular

nature of the text such as that of poet, essayist, novelist, playwright, journalist, and more. A

translator is a specialized multilingual writer who must fully understand a message written by

somebody else in one language; the translator's job is to produce a document of faithfully

equivalent message in a completely different language. A person who transcribes or produces

text to deliver a message authored by another person is known as a scribe, typist or typesetter.

A person who produces text with emphasis on the aesthetics of glyphs is known as a

calligrapher or graphic designer.

Writing is also a distinctly human activity. It has been said that a monkey, randomly typing

away on a typewriter (in the days when typewriters replaced the pen or plume as the preferred

instrument of writing) could re-create Shakespeare-- but only if it lived long enough (this is

known as the infinite monkey theorem). Such writing has been speculatively designated as

coincidental. It is also speculated that extraterrestrial beings exist who may possess

knowledge of writing. The fact is that the only known writing is human writing.

2. Means for recording information

Wells argues that writing has the ability to "put agreements, laws, commandments on record.

It made the growth of states larger than the old city states possible. The command of the
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priest or king and his seal could go far beyond his sight and voice and could survive his

death.

2.1 Writing systems

The major writing systems methods of inscription broadly fall into four categories:

logographic, syllabic, alphabetic, and featural. Another category, ideographic

(symbols for ideas), has never been developed sufficiently to represent language. A

sixth category, pictographic, is insufficient to represent language on its own, but often

forms the core of logographies.

2.2 Logographies

A logogram is a written character which represents a word or morpheme. The vast

number of logograms needed to write language, and the many years required to learn

them, are the major disadvantage of the logographic systems over alphabetic systems.

However, the efficiency of reading logographic writing once it is learned is a major

advantage. No writing system is wholly logographic: all have phonetic components as

well as logograms ("logosyllabic" components in the case of Chinese characters,

cuneiform, and Mayan, where a glyph may stand for a morpheme, a syllable, or both;

"logoconsonantal" in the case of hieroglyphs), and many have an ideographic

component (Chinese "radicals", hieroglyphic "determiners"). For example, in Mayan,

the glyph for "fin", pronounced "ka'", was also used to represent the syllable "ka"

whenever the pronunciation of a logogram needed to be indicated, or when there was

no logogram. In Chinese, about 90% of characters are compounds of a semantic

(meaning) element called a radical with an existing character to indicate the

pronunciation, called a phonetic. However, such phonetic elements complement the

logographic elements, rather than vice versa. The main logographic system in use

today is Chinese characters, used with some modification for various languages of

China, Japanese, and, to a lesser extent, Korean in South Korea. Another is the

classical Yi script.
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2.3 Syllabaries

A syllabary is a set of written symbols that represent (or approximate) syllables. A

glyph in a syllabarytypically represents a consonant followed by a vowel, or just a

vowel alone, though in some scripts more complex syllables (such as consonant-

vowel-consonant,or consonant-consonant-vowel) may have dedicated glyphs.

Phonetically related syllables are not so indicated in the script. For instance, the

syllable "ka" may look nothing like the syllable "ki", nor will syllables with the same

vowels be similar. Syllabaries are best suited to languages with relatively simple

syllable structure, such as Japanese. Other languages that use syllabic writing include

the Linear B script for Mycenaean Greek; Cherokee; Ndjuka, an English-based

creolelanguage of Surinam; and the Vai script of Liberia. Most logographic systems

have a strong syllabic component. Ethiopic, though technically an alphabet, has fused

consonants and vowels together to the point that it's learned as if it were a syllabary.

2.4 Alphabets

An alphabet is a small set of symbols, each of which roughly represents or historically

represented a phoneme of the language. In a perfectly phonological alphabet, the

phonemes and letters would correspond perfectly in two directions: a writer could

predict the spelling of a word given its pronunciation, and a speaker could predict the

pronunciation of a word given its spelling. As languages often evolve independently

of their writing systems, and writing systems have been borrowed for languages they

were not designed for, the degree to which letters of an alphabet correspond to

phonemes of a language varies greatly from one language to another and even within

a single language. In most of the alphabets of the Mid-East, only consonants are

indicated, or vowels may be indicated with optional diacritics. Such systems are

called abjads. In most of the alphabets of Indiaand Southeast Asia, vowels are

indicated through diacritics or modification of the shape of the consonant. These are

called abugidas. Some abugidas, such as Ethiopic and Cree, are learned by children as

syllabaries, and so are often called "syllabics". However, unlike true syllabaries, there

is not an independent glyph for each syllable.Sometimes the term "alphabet" is

restricted to systems with separate letters for consonants and vowels, such as the Latin

alphabet. Because of this use, Greek is often considered to be the first alphabet.
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2.5 Featuralscripts

A featural script notates the building blocks of the phonemes that make up a language.

For instance, all sounds pronounced with the lips ("labial" sounds) may have some

element in common. In the Latin alphabet, this is accidentally the case with the letters

"b" and "p"; however, labial "m" is completely dissimilar, and the similar-looking "q"

is not labial. In Korean hangul, however, all four labial consonants are based on the

same basic element. However, in practice, Korean is learned by children as an

ordinary alphabet, and the featural elements tend to pass unnoticed. Another featural

script is SignWriting, the most popular writing system for many sign languages,

where the shapes and movements of the hands and face are represented

iconically.Featural scripts are also common in fictional or invented systems, such as

Tolkien's Tengwar.

Historians draw a distinction between prehistory and history, with history defined by

the advent of writing. The cave paintings and petroglyphs of prehistoric peoples can

be considered precursors of writing, but are not considered writing because they did

not represent language directly. Writing systems always develop and change based on

the needs of the people who use them. Sometimes the shape, orientation and meaning

of individual signs also changes over time. By tracing the development of a script it is

possible to learn about the needs of the people who used the script as well as how it

changed over time.

Topic : Assessment

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to identify:

 What are the principles of effective classroom reading assessment?

 What are the four purposes of classroom reading assessment?

 What commercial reading tests are available for classroom use? What is student and

classroom profiling? How is profiling used to form needs-based reading groups?
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Definition/Overview:

Definition: "Assessment" in education is best described as an action "to determine the

importance, size, or value of." Educational assessment is the process of documenting, usually

in measurable terms, knowledge, skills, attitudes and beliefs.

Key Points:

1. Principles and Purposes of Reading Assessment

Assessment can focus on the individual learner, the learning community (class, workshop, or

other organized group of learners), the institution, or the educational system as a whole.

According to the Academic Exchange Quarterly, "Studies of a theoretical or empirical nature

(including case studies, portfolio studies, exploratory, or experimental work) addressing the

assessment of learner aptitude and preparation, motivation and learning styles, learning

outcomes in achievement and satisfaction in different educational contexts are all welcome,

as are studies addressing issues of measurable standards and benchmarks"

Rates of reading include reading for memorization (fewer than 100 words per minute [wpm]);

reading for learning (100200 wpm); reading for comprehension (200400 wpm); and

skimming (400700 wpm). Readingfor comprehension is the essence of the daily reading of

most people. Skimming is for superficially processing large quantities of text at a low level of

comprehension (below 50%).

Advice for choosing the appropriate reading-rate includes reading flexibly, slowing when

concepts are closely presented, and when the material is new, and increasing when the

material is familiar and of thin concept. Speed reading courses and books often encourage the

reader to continually accelerate; comprehension tests lead the reader to believe his or her

comprehension is continually improving; yet, competence-in-reading requires knowing that

skimming is dangerous, as a default habit.

The table to the right shows reading-rate varies with age , regardless of the period (1965 to

2005) and the language (English, French, German). The Taylor values probably are higher,

for disregarding students who failed the comprehension test. The reading test by the french

psychologist Pierre Lefavrais tested reading aloud, with a penalty for errors, and could,

therefore, not be a rate greater than 150 wpm.
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2. Types of Assessment

The term "assessment" is generally used to refer to all activities teachers use to help students

learn. Though the notion of assessment is generally more complicated than the following

categories suggest, assessment is often divided for the sake of convenience using the

following distinctions: (1) formative and summative; (2) objective and subjective; (3)

referencing (criterion-referenced, norm-referenced, and ipsative); and (4) informal and

formal.

2.1 Formative and summative

Assessment is often divided into formative and summative categories for the purpose

of considering different objectives for assessment practices.

 Summative assessment - Summative assessment is generally carried out at the end of a course

or project. In an educational setting, summative assessments are typically used to assign

students a course grade.

 Formative assessment - Formative assessment is generally carried out throughout a course or

project. Formative assessment, also referred to as "educative assessment," is used to aid

learning. In an educational setting, formative assessment might be a teacher (or peer) or the

learner, providing feedback on a student's work, and would not necessarily be used for

grading purposes.

Summative and formative assessment are often referred to in a learning context as

assessment of learning and assessment for learning respectively.Assessment of

learning is generally summative in nature and intended to measure learning outcomes

and report those outcomes to students, parents, and administrators. Assessment of

learning generally occurs at the conclusion of a class, course, semester, or academic

year. Assessment for learning is generally formative in nature and is used by teachers

to consider approaches to teaching and next steps for individual learners and the class.

A common form of formative assessment is diagnostic assessment. Diagnostic

assessment measures a student's current knowledge and skills for the purpose of

identifying a suitable program of learning. Self-assessment is a form of diagnostic

assessment which involves students assessing themselves. Forward-looking
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assessment asks those being assessed to consider themselves in hypothetical future

situations.

Performance-based assessment is similar to summative assessment, as it focuses on

achievement. It is often aligned with the standards-based education reform and

outcomes-based education movement. Though ideally they are significantly different

from a traditional multiple choice test, they are most commonly associated with

standards-based assessment which use free-form responses to standard questions

scored by human scorers on a standards-based scale, meeting, falling below, or

exceeding a performance standard rather than being ranked on a curve. A well-

defined task is identified and students are asked to create, produce, or do something,

often in settings that involve real-world application of knowledge and skills.

Proficiency is demonstrated by providing an extended response. Performance formats

are further differentiated into products and performances. The performance may result

in a product, such as a painting, portfolio, paper, or exhibition, or it may consist of a

performance, such as a speech, athletic skill, musical recital, or reading.

2.2. Objective and subjective

Assessment (either summative or formative) is often categorized as either objective or

subjective. Objective assessment is a form of questioning which has a single correct

answer. Subjective assessment is a form of questioning which may have more than

one correct answer (or more than one way of expressing the correct answer). There

are various types of objective and subjective questions. Objective question types

include true/false answers, multiple choice, multiple-response and matching

questions. Subjective questions include extended-response questions and essays.

Objective assessment is well suited to the increasingly popular computerized or online

assessment format. Some have argued that the distinction between objective and

subjective assessments is neither useful nor accurate because, in reality, there is no

such thing as "objective" assessment. In fact, all assessments are created with inherent

biases built into decisions about relevant subject matter and content, as well as

cultural (class, ethnic, and gender) biases.
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2.3 Bases of comparison

Test results can be compared against an established criterion, or against the

performance of other students, or against previous performance: Criterion-referenced

assessment, typically using a criterion-referenced test, as the name implies, occurs

when candidates are measured against defined (and objective) criteria. Criterion-

referenced assessment is often, but not always, used to establish a persons competence

(whether s/he can do something). The best known example of criterion-referenced

assessment is the driving test, when learner drivers are measured against a range of

explicit criteria (such as Not endangering other road users). Norm-referenced

assessment (colloquially known as "grading on the curve"), typically using a norm-

referenced test, is not measured against defined criteria. This type of assessment is

relative to the student body undertaking the assessment. It is effectively a way of

comparing students. The IQ test is the best known example of norm-referenced

assessment. Many entrance tests (to prestigious schools or universities) are norm-

referenced, permitting a fixed proportion of students to pass (passing in this context

means being accepted into the school or university rather than an explicit level of

ability). This means that standards may vary from year to year, depending on the

quality of the cohort; criterion-referenced assessment does not vary from year to year

(unless the criteria change). Ipsativeassessment is self comparison either in the same

domain over time, or comparative to other domains within the same student.

2.4 Informal and formal

Assessment can be either formal or informal. Formal assessment usually implicates a

written document, such as a test, quiz, or paper. A formal assessment is given a

numerical score or grade based on student performance, whereas an informal

assessment does not contribute to a student's final grade. An informal assessment

usually occurs in a more casual manner and may include observation, inventories,

checklists, rating scales, rubrics, performance and portfolio assessments, participation,

peer and self evaluation, and discussion.
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2.5 Internal and external

Internal assessment is set and marked by the school (i.e. teachers). Students get the

mark and feedback regarding the assessment. External assessment is set by the

governing body, and is marked by non-biased personnel. With external assessment,

students only receive a mark. Therefore, they have no idea how they actually

performed (i.e. what bits they answered correctly.)

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Programs And Standards For Reading Instruction

Effective Reading Instruction And Organization In Grades K-3

Effective Reading Instruction And Organization In Grades 4-8

Topic : Programs And Standards For Reading Instruction

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to identify:

 What is meant by standards for reading instruction?

 What is a core reading program?

 What are the supplemental reading programs for helping struggling readers succeed?

 Which reading programs have been shown to be effective with English language learners

(ELL)?

Definition/Overview:

Standard: A standard is an established norm or requirement. It is usually a formal document

that establishes uniform engineering or technical criteria, methods, processes and practices. A

standard can also be a controlled artifact or similar formal means used for calibration.

Reference Standards and certified reference materials have an assigned value by direct

comparison with a reference base. A primary standard is usually under the jurisdiction of a

national standards body. Secondary, tertiary, check standards and standard materials may be

used for reference in a metrology system. A key requirement in this case is (metrological)

traceability, an unbroken paper trail of calibrations back to the primary standard.
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Key Points:

1 Standards of quality

In general, high-quality assessments are considered those with a high level of reliability and

validity. Approaches to reliability and validity vary, however.

1.1 Reliability

Reliability relates to the consistency of an assessment. A reliable assessment is one

which consistently achieves the same results with the same (or similar) cohort of

students. Various factors affect reliability including ambiguous questions, too many

options within a question paper, vague marking instructions and poorly trained

markers. Traditionally, the reliability of an assessment is based on the following:

1. Temporal stability: Performance on a test is comparable on two or more separate

occasions.

2. Form equivalence: Performance among examinees is equivalent on different forms

of a test based on the same content.

3. Internal consistenty: Responses on a test are consistent across questions.

1.2 Validity

A valid assessment is one which measures what it is intended to measure. For

example, it would not be valid to assess driving skills through a written test alone. A

more valid way of assessing driving skills would be through a combination of tests

that help determine what a driver knows, such as through a written test of driving

knowledge, and what a driver is able to do, such as through a performance assessment

of actual driving. Teachers frequently complain that some examinations do not

properly assess the syllabus upon which the examination is based; they are,

effectively, questioning the validity of the exam. Validity of an assessment is

generally gauged through examination of evidence in the following categories:

1. Content--Does the content of the test measure stated objectives?
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2. Criterion--Do scores correlate to an outside reference? (ex: Do high scores on a 4th

grade reading test accurately predict reading skill in future grades?)

3. Construct--Does the assessment correspond to other significant variables? (ex: Do

ESL students consistently perform differently on a writing exam than native English

speakers?)

A good assessment has both validity and reliability, plus the other quality attributes

noted above for a specific context and purpose. In practice, an assessment is rarely

totally valid or totally reliable. A ruler which is marked wrong will always give the

same (wrong) measurements. It is very reliable, but not very valid. Asking random

individuals to tell the time without looking at a clock or watch is sometimes used as

an example of an assessment which is valid, but not reliable. The answers will vary

between individuals, but the average answer is probably close to the actual time. In

many fields, such as medical research, educational testing, and psychology, there will

often be a trade-off between reliability and validity. A history test written for high

validity will have many essay and fill-in-the-blank questions. It will be a good

measure of mastery of the subject, but difficult to score completely accurately. A

history test written for high reliability will be entirely multiple choice. It isn't as good

at measuring knowledge of history, but can easily be scored with great precision. We

may generalise from this. The more reliable is our estimate of what we purport to

measure, the less certain we are that we are actually measuring that aspect of

attainment. It is also important to note that there are at least thirteen sources of

invalidity, which can be estimated for individual students in test situations. They

never are. Perhaps this is because their social purpose demands the absence of any

error, and validity errors are usually so high that they would destabilisethe whole

assessment industry.

It is well to distinguish between "subject-matter" validity and "predictive" validity.

The former, used widely in education, predicts the score a student would get on a

similar test but with different questions. The latter, used widely in the workplace,

predicts performance. Thus, a subject-matter-valid test of knowledge of driving rules

is appropriate while a predictively-valid test would assess whether the potential driver

could follow those rules.
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1.3 Testing standards

In the field of psychometrics, the Standards for Educational and Psychological

Testing placestandards about validity and reliability, along with errors of

measurement and related considerations under the general topic of test construction,

evaluation and documentation. The second major topic covers standards related to

fairness in testing, including fairness in testing and test use, the rights and

responsibilities of test takers, testing individuals of diverse linguistic backgrounds,

and testing individuals with disabilities. The third and final major topic covers

standards related to testing applications, including the responsibilities of test users,

psychological testing and assessment, educational testing and assessment, testing in

employment and credentialing, plus testing in program evaluation and public policy.

1.4 Evaluation standards

In the field of evaluation, and in particular educational evaluation, the Joint

Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation has published three sets of

standards for evaluations. "The Personnel Evaluation Standards" was published in

1988, The Program Evaluation Standards (2nd edition) was published in 1994, and

The Student Evaluation Standards was published in 2003.

Each publication presents and elaborates a set of standards for use in a variety of

educational settings. The standards provide guidelines for designing, implementing,

assessing and improving the identified form of evaluation. Each of the standards has

been placed in one of four fundamental categories to promote educational evaluations

that are proper, useful, feasible, and accurate. In these sets of standards, validity and

reliability considerations are covered under the accuracy topic. For example, the

student accuracy standards help ensure that student evaluations will provide sound,

accurate, and credible information about student learning and performance.

2. Basal ReadingApproach

Basal readers are textbooks used to teach reading and associated skills to schoolchildren.

Commonly called "reading books" or "readers" they are usually published as anthologies that

combine previously published short stories, excerpts of longer narratives, and original works.
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A standard basal series comes with individual identical books for students, a Teacher's

Edition of the book, and a collection of workbooks, assessments, and activities.

Basal readers are typically highly organized. Stories are chosen to illustrate and develop

specific skills, which are taught in a strict pre-determined sequence. The teacher's editions are

also tightly organized, containing much more than the answer key to the questions that

usually appear at the end of each reading passage. The teacher's book also contains

suggestions for pre-reading and post-reading activities and assessments, as well as scripted

questions to ask students at specific points in a story. Critics of the billion-dollar basal reader

industry blame the readers for the failure of our schools to teach reading. (Only 5% of 17-

year olds read well enough to do college work.) They question the use of materials which

lack any scientific evidence of effectiveness and point to the widespread failure of our

schools to teach reading as proof that basal readers are a waste of time. A hundred years ago,

the average citizen was more literate and became so without the use of basal readers.

2.1 Benefits

The highly pre-planned nature of basal readers is seen as one of their strengths, as this

eases the load on teachers, particularly those who are inexperienced. Specific skills

can be easily targeted, tested, and remediated. Those with very controlled vocabulary

usage may ease difficulties for beginner or weak readers.Studentswho are reading

below grade level will receive some benefits from using the on-level basal. The

exposure will prepare them for state testing.

2.2 Criticisms

Some of the benefits of basal readers are viewed as shortcomings by critics of these

books. Critics charge that they focus on teaching isolated skills, rather than fostering

an enjoyment and appreciation of reading for its own sake, and that more time is spent

on the supplemental worksheets than on actually reading authentic texts. The quality

of the literature in the reading books is another target of criticism. Works chosen

mainly to allow skills practice may not be particularly meaningful, authentic, or

interesting.
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2.3 History

Basal readers have been in use in the United States since the mid 1860s, beginning

with a series called the McGuffey Readers. This was the first reader published with

the idea of having one text for each grade level. Since then, teaching methodologies in

school basals have shifted regularly. The Scott Foresman Company published what is

perhaps the most famous basal series, whose stories starred two children named Dick

and Jane. Dick and Jane books emphasized memorizing words on sight, a method

which came to be known as "look and say." This philosophy came under attack in the

late 1950s, largely due to Rudolf Flesch's book Why Johnny Can't Read. This was a

scathing condemnation of the "look say" method, and advocated a return to programs

that stressed teaching phonics to beginning readers.

During the 1970s and early 1980s, the pendulum did swing back toward a more

phonics-based approach. During the latter part of the 1980s, basal usage declined as

reading programs began to turn to whole language programs that relied more heavily

on trade books, rather than textbooks. The 1990s and early years of the 21st century

have seen a renewed interest in skills acquisition which has sparked a resurgence in

basal dominance. In recent years, a revolution in reading has taken place. Massive

amounts of scientific evidence show just what is needed to teach children to read.

Topic : Effective Reading Instruction And Organization In Grades K-3

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to identify:

 What do teachers need to know and do to provide effective K-3 reading instruction?

 How do K-3 children develop as readers?

 What does research say about the relationship between K-3 reading instruction and K-3

childrens reading achievement?

 What are the characteristics of effective K-3 reading instruction?
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Definition/Overview:

Overview: Reading education is the process by which individuals are taught to derive

meaning from text. Government-funded scientific research on reading and reading instruction

began in the U.S. in the 1960s. In the 1970s and 1980s, researchers began publishing findings

based on converging evidence from multiple studies. However, these findings have been slow

to move into typical classroom practice..

Key Points:

1. Effective K-3 ReadingInstruction

Wilson Reading System is a research-based reading and writing program designed for

students (grades 2-12 and adults) who have difficulty with decoding (reading) and encoding

(spelling). It is a complete curriculum that has 12 steps, beginning with phoneme

segmentation. Its main goal is to teach students language and word structure through a

carefully planned program. The program was developed in Massachusetts in the 1980s by

Barbara A. Wilson, based on knowledge gained from working with adults with dyslexia using

Orton-Gillingham methodology at Massachusetts General Hospital's Language Disorders

Unit, and with students in an after-school reading clinic founded with her husband, Ed

Wilson. The Wilson Reading System, published in 1989, is now commonly used in various

settings throughout the United Statesand several other countries

Although initially designed for older individuals with dyslexia, Wilson Reading System is

now appropriate for students with decoding or word-level deficits. It provides an organized,

sequential system with extensive controlled text to help teachers implement a multisensory

structured language program. WRS is also useful for students who cant read or write English

but are able to speak and understand. It is extensively used with older individuals and middle

school students. One of the unique characteristics of the Wilson Reading System is that it was

designed for students beyond grade 2.

Students who are enrolled in WRS experience a planned, integrated procedure and learn

methodically. The teaching plan is based on continual evaluation of the students needs. WRS

instruction is multisensory, organized and cumulative. The WRS uses an exceptional sound

tapping system at the beginning of the program to help students learn to distinguish the
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speech sounds in a word. Wilsonstudents are not overwhelmed with the burden of learning

the rules of the language but rather focus on the application of the rules. Comprehension and

fluency are two important components of the program.

In 2002, Wilson Language Training developed and published Fundations, which is a

supplemental reading program for K-3 students. In 2007, Wilson developed and published

WILSON FluencyTM / Basic to help students become fluent and expressive readers. WRS

addresses the areas of

 phonemic segmentation

 alphabetic principle sound/symbol relationships

 decoding (reading)

 encoding (spelling)

 advanced word analysis

 vocabulary development

 sight word instruction

 fluency

 comprehension with visualization and metacognition.

1.1 Program Components

Wilson Reading System is useful for one-to-one tutoring, in small groups, and in

reading classes. There are two different vocabulary levels: The first one is the Level A

which is appropriate for elementary, English-as-a-Second-Language and older

students with inadequate vocabularies; and the second one is the Level B is

appropriate for students who are beyond elementary grades with more complex

vocabularies.

The program incorporates five elements for teaching at-risk populations:

 direct teaching of alphabetic code

 direct instruction in language analysis

 coordination of reading and spelling instruction

 intensive instruction

 teaching for mastery
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Topic : Effective Reading Instruction And Organization In Grades 4-8

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic students will be able to identify:

 What does research tell us about the special challenges of informational texts?

 How can teachers assess students subject area knowledge?

 How do teachers prepare to teach informational texts?

 What are some successful ways to organize for instruction?

Definition/Overview:

Reading: Proficient reading is equally dependent on two critical skills: the ability to

understand the language in which the text is written, and the ability to recognize and process

printed text. Each of these competencies is likewise dependent on lower level skills and

cognitive abilities. Children who readily understand spoken language and who are able to

fluently and easily recognize printed words do not usually have difficulty with reading

comprehension. However, students must be proficient in both competencies to read well;

difficulty in either domain undermines the overall reading process. At the conclusion of

reading, children should be able to retell the story in their own words including characters,

setting, and the events of the story. Readingresearchers define a skilled reader as one who can

understand written text as well as they can understand the same passage if spoken. Print

recognition requires the ability to perceive printed text and translate it into spoken language.

This aspect of reading is the crux of much of the reading debate.

Key Points:

1. Readingand teaching in todays classrooms

Reading may be occur as a result of habituation or classical conditioning, seen in many

animal species, or as a result of more complex activities such as play, seen only in relatively

intelligent animals and humans. Readingmay occur consciously or without conscious

awareness. There is evidence for human behavioral reading prenatally, in which habituation

has been observed as early as 32 weeks into gestation, indicating that the central nervous
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system is sufficiently developed and primed for reading and memory to occur very early on

in development.

1.1. Habituation

In psychology, habituation is an example of non-associative reading in which there is

a progressive diminution of behavioral response probability with repetition of a

stimulus. It is another form of integration. An animal first responds to a stimulus, but

if it is neither rewarding nor harmful the animal reduces subsequent responses. One

example of this can be seen in small song birds - if a stuffed owl (or similar predator)

is put into the cage, the birds initially react to it as though it were a real predator. Soon

the birds react less, showing habituation. If another stuffed owl is introduced (or the

same one removed and re-introduced), the birds react to it again as though it were a

predator, demonstrating that it is only a very specific stimulus that is habituated to

(namely, one particular unmoving owl in one place). Habituation has been shown in

essentially every species of animal, including the large protozoan Stentor Coeruleus.

1.2. Sensitization

Sensitization is an example of non-associative reading in which the progressive

amplification of a response follows repeated administrations of a stimulus. An

everyday example of this mechanism is the repeated tonic stimulation of peripheral

nerves that will occur if a person rubs his arm continuously. After a while, this

stimulation will create a warm sensation that will eventually turn painful. The pain is

the result of the progressively amplified synaptic response of the peripheral nerves

warning the person that the stimulation is harmful. Sensitization is thought to underlie

both adaptive as well as maladaptive reading processes in the organism.

1.3. Operant conditioning

Operant conditioning is the use of consequences to modify the occurrence and form of

behavior. Operant conditioning is distinguished from Pavlovianconditioning in that

operant conditioning deals with the modification of voluntary behavior.

Discrimination reading is a major form of operant conditioning. One form of it is

called Errorless reading.
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1.4. Classical conditioning

The typical paradigm for classical conditioning involves repeatedly pairing an

unconditioned stimulus (which unfailingly evokes a particular response) with another

previously neutral stimulus (which does not normally evoke the response). Following

conditioning, the response occurs both to the unconditioned stimulus and to the other,

unrelated stimulus (now referred to as the "conditioned stimulus"). The response to

the conditioned stimulus is termed a conditioned response.

1.5. Imprinting

Imprinting is the term used in psychology and ethology to describe any kind of phase-

sensitive reading (reading occurring at a particular age or a particular life stage) that is

rapid and apparently independent of the consequences of behavior. It was first used to

describe situations in which an animal or person learns the characteristics of some

stimulus, which is therefore said to be "imprinted" onto the subject.

2. Principles of reading

Educational psychologists have identified several principles of reading, also referred to as

laws of reading, which seem generally applicable to the reading process. These principles

have been discovered, tested, and used in practical situations. They provide additional insight

into what makes people learn most effectively. Edward Thorndike developed the first three

"Laws of reading:" readiness, exercise, and effect. Since Thorndike set down his basic three

laws in the early part of the twentieth century, three additional principles have been added:

primacy and recency, and intensity. These principles are widely applied in aerospace

instruction, and many other fields, as outlined below:

2.1. Readiness

Readiness implies a degree of single-mindedness and eagerness. Individuals learn best

when they are physically, mentally, and emotionally ready to learn, and they do not

learn well if they see no reason for reading. Getting students ready to learn, creating

interest by showing the value of the subject matter, and providing continuous mental

or physical challenge, is usually the instructors responsibility. If students have a

strong purpose, a clear objective, and a definite reason for reading something, they
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make more progress than if they lack motivation. When students are ready to learn,

they meet the instructor at least halfway, and this simplifies the instructors job.

Since reading is an active process, students must have adequate rest, health, and

physical ability. Under certain circumstances, the instructor can do little, if anything,

to inspire in students a readiness to learn. Basic needs of students must be satisfied

before they are ready or capable of reading. Students who are exhausted or in ill

health obviously cannot learn much. If outside responsibilities, interests, or worries

weigh too heavily on their minds, if their schedules are overcrowded, or if their

personal problems seem insoluble, students may have little interest in reading.

2.2. Exercise

The principle of exercise states that those things most often repeated are best

remembered. It is the basis of drill and practice. It has been proven that students learn

best and retain information longer when they have meaningful practice and repetition.

The key here is that the practice must be meaningful. It is clear that practice leads to

improvement only when it is followed by positive feedback.

The human memory is fallible. The mind can rarely retain, evaluate, and apply new

concepts or practices after a single exposure. Students do not learn complex tasks in a

single session. They learn by applying what they have been told and shown. Every

time practice occurs, reading continues. These include student recall, review and

summary, and manual drill and physical applications. All of these serve to create

reading habits. The instructor must repeat important items of subject matter at

reasonable intervals, and provide opportunities for students to practice while making

sure that this process is directed toward a goal.

2.3. Effect

The principle of effect is based on the emotional reaction of the student. It has a direct

relationship to motivation. The principle of effect is that reading is strengthened when

accompanied by a pleasant or satisfying feeling, and that reading is weakened when

associated with an unpleasant feeling. The student will strive to continue doing what

provides a pleasant effect to continue reading. Positive reinforcement is more apt to
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lead to success and motivate the learner, so the instructor should recognize and

commend improvement. Whatever the reading situation, it should contain elements

that affect the students positively and give them a feeling of satisfaction. Therefore,

instructors should be cautious about using punishment in the classroom.

One of the important obligations of the instructor is to set up the reading situation in

such a manner that each trainee will be able to see evidence of progress and achieve

some degree of success. Experiences that produce feelings of defeat, frustration,

anger, confusion, or futility are unpleasant for the student. If, for example, an

instructor attempts to teach advanced concepts on the initial engagement, the student

is likely to feel inferior and be frustrated. Impressing upon students the difficulty of a

task to be learned can make the teaching task difficult. Usually it is better to tell

students that a problem or task, although difficult, is within their capability to

understand or perform. Every reading experience does not have to be entirely

successful, nor does the student have to master each lesson completely. However,

every reading experience should contain elements that leave the student with some

good feelings. A students chance of success is definitely increased if the reading

experience is a pleasant one.

2.4. Primacy

Primacy, the state of being first, often creates a strong, almost unshakable,

impression. Things learned first create a strong impression in the mind that is difficult

to erase. For the instructor, this means that what is taught must be right the first time.

For the student, it means that reading must be right. Unteaching wrong first

impressions is harder than teaching them right the first time. If, for example, a student

learns a faulty technique, the instructor will have a difficult task correcting bad habits

andreteaching correct ones.

The student's first experience should be positive, functional, and lay the foundation

for all that is to follow. What the student learns must be procedurally correct and

applied the very first time. The instructor must present subject matter in a logical

order, step by step, making sure the students have already learned the preceding step.

If the task is learned in isolation, is not initially applied to the overall performance, or

if it must be relearned, the process can be confusing and time consuming. Preparing
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and following a lesson plan facilitates delivery of the subject matter correctly the first

time.

2.5 Recency

The principle of recency states that things most recently learned are best remembered.

Conversely, the further a student is removed time-wise from a new fact or

understanding, the more difficult it is to remember. For example, it is fairly easy to

recall a telephone number dialed a few minutes ago, but it is usually impossible to

recall a new number dialed last week. The closer the training or reading time is to the

time of actual need to apply the training,the more apt the learner will be to perform

successfully.

Information acquired last generally is remembered best; frequent review and

summarization help fix in the mind the material covered. Instructors recognize the

principle of recency when they carefully plan a summary for a lesson or reading

situation. The instructor repeats, restates, or reemphasizes important points at the end

of a lesson to help the student remember them. The principle of recency often

determines the sequence of lectures within a course of instruction.

2.6 Intensity

The more intense the material taught, the more likely it will be retained. A sharp,

clear, vivid, dramatic, or exciting reading experience teaches more than a routine or

boring experience. The principle of intensity implies that a student will learn more

from the real thing than from a substitute. For example, a student can get more

understanding and appreciation of a movie by watching it than by reading the script.

Likewise, a student is likely to gain greater understanding of tasks by performing

them rather than merely reading about them. The more immediate and dramatic the

reading is to a real situation, the more impressive the reading is upon the student. Real

world applications that integrate procedures and tasks that students are capable of

reading will make a vivid impression on them.

In contrast to practical instruction, the classroom imposes limitations on the amount

of realism that can be brought into teaching. The instructor needs to use imagination
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in approaching reality as closely as possible. Classroom instruction can benefit from a

wide variety of instructional aids, to improve realism, motivate reading, and challenge

students. Instructors should emphasize important points of instruction with gestures,

showmanship, and voice. Demonstrations, skits, and role playing do much to increase

the reading experience of students. Examples, analogies, and personal experiences

also make reading come to life. Instructors should make full use of the senses

(hearing, sight, touch, taste, smell, balance, rhythm, depth perception, and others).
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